
MATH227 MATHEMATICAL METHODS FOR NON-PHYSICAL SYSTEMSJANUARY 2007Candidates should attempt the whole of Setion A and THREE questionsfrom Setion B. Setion A arries 55% of the available marks.



SECTION A
1. The utility funtion U is de�ned byU(x; y) = xy + 7x+ 3y; x � 0; y � 0:Express the indi�erene urve U(x; y) = U0 in the expliit formy = f(x;U0);for some funtion f .Verify that dfdx < 0 and d2fdx2 > 0;within the domain of U .

[4 marks℄
2. A onsumer has utility funtionU(x; y) = (x+ 3)3(y + 2)5; x � 0; y � 0;where x and y denote the amounts of two ommodities. Determine the amountswhih would be purhased in order to maximise U(x; y) subjet to the budgetonstraint 2x+ 3y = 36:

[5 marks℄
3. A �rm has prodution funtionq(x; y) = (x+ 5)(y + 4)x+ y + 9 ; x � 0; y � 0;and ost funtion (x; y) = 16x+ 9y + 4per unit time, with inputs x and y. Find the minimum value of (x; y) onsistentwith a �xed prodution level of 3 units per unit time. [7 marks℄



4. The total ost funtion for a single-ommodity �rm isC(q) = q3 � 6q2 + 14q + 10;where q is the quantity of the ommodity produed in unit time.Determine:(i) The �xed ost;(ii) The marginal ost funtion, MC(q);(iii) The average variable ost funtion, AV C(q).Find the prie at whih the �rm would be fored to ease prodution inthe short-run in an ideal ompetitive market. [6 marks℄
5. In an ideal ompetitive market for one good, the weekly supply funtionis given by S(p) = 45p+ 25p+ 8where p is the prie per unit of the good, and the demand funtion isD(p) =p21� 3p;for p < 7, where p is the prie per unit good.Verify that S(p) is an inreasing funtion of p.The tax rate is set at 20%. Determine the equilibrium prie. [7 marks℄
6. A monopolist has ost funtionC(q) = q3 � 8q2 + 24q + 3;for the prodution of a quantity q of a ommodity, per unit time. Write downthe pro�t funtion, as a funtion of q, when the demand funtion isD(p) = 48� p; p < 48:Determine the market prie. Verify that your answer maximises the monopo-list's pro�t funtion for q � 0. [8 marks℄



7. Suppose that a worker has an amount of leisure time x (as a fration ofa day) and an inome of y (in $ per day). Her rate of pay is p (in $ per day).Her utility funtion is given byU(x; y) = xy + 9x+ 2y:If x and y are hosen to maximise U , determine x for p < 9 and show that itdereases with p. [5 marks℄
8. The population density, n(t), of a speies of �sh satis�esdndt = �21n+ 10n2 � n3:Find the equilibrium densities, and determine their stability. [4 marks℄
9. A mathematial model of the behaviour of two interating speies X andY is desribed by the oupled di�erential equationsdxdt = x(4� 2x+ 3y); dydt = y(3 + x� 4y);where x(t) and y(t) are the population densities of X and Y respetively. Findthe equilibria{you are not required to lassify them. [5 marks℄
10. The ommunity matrix at a partiular equilibrium point of a two-speiesmodel has omplex eigenvalues with negative real parts. Desribe briey, withthe aid of diagrams, the possible loal behaviour of trajetories near to theequilibrium point. [4 marks℄



SECTION B
11. Sam's preferenes for pies and sandwihes are quanti�ed by the utilityfuntion U(x; y) = (x+ 9) 13 (y + 5) 23 ; x � 0; y � 0;where x and y denote the numbers of pies and sandwihes eaten per week,respetively.Pies ost $p eah and sandwihes ost $q eah. Sam has $15 per week tospend on these foods. Show thatx(p; q) = 15 + 5q3p � 6; for 18p� 5q < 15:Find a orresponding expression for y(p; q) and state where it is valid.The own-elastiity of Sam's demand for pies, �x, is de�ned by�x = px dxdp ;where q is regarded as a onstant. Compute �x and show that �x < �1 if18p� 5q < 15.Sketh the demand urve x(p; 0). [15 marks℄
12. Eah of N idential �rms produing a single ommodity has ost fun-tion C(q) = q3 � 2q2 + 5q + 36:Show that eah �rm has supply funtionS(p) = � 2+p3p�113 if p � 40 if p < 4.Find the equilibrium prie and the pro�t/loss made by eah �rm in anideal ompetitive market where the demand funtion is

D(p) = N(11� p):Find the prie below whih prodution is not viable in the long-run.[15 marks℄



13. Two �rms produing the same ommodity have ost funtionsC1(q1) =7 + 6q1 + q21 ;C2(q2) =5 + 9q2 + q22 ;where q1 and q2 are the respetive quantities of prodution per unit time.The two �rms form a Cournot duopoly to supply a market whih hasdemand funtion D(p) = 15 � p. Find the prodution of eah �rm. Find theprie harged per unit of the good and the pro�ts made by the ompanies.The �rms tentatively agree to o-operate and maximise their joint pro�t.Find what the individual pro�ts would be, if suh an agreement were arriedout.
[15 marks℄

14. A harvesting experiment is performed on two groups of the same speiesof �sh. In both ases it is assumed that the population density would inreaseexponentially, with relaxation time T , if left alone. The initial populationdensity of eah group is N0.The �rst population is harvested at a onstant rate, so that the densityn1(t) hanges aording to dn1dt = 1T (n1 �N);where N is a onstant and 0 < N < N0.The seond population density, n2(t), is allowed to hange aording todn2dt = n2T ;but at times T , 2T , 3T; : : : the population is harvested in suh a way that thepopulation density is multiplied by a fator of 12 .For eah harvesting strategy, �nd the population density immediately afterthe times T , 2T , 3T; : : : jT , j an integer.Dedue that both populations will grow inde�nitely; but that the seondpopulation will die out if the population density is multiplied by 13 rather than12 after eah interval T .
[15 marks℄



15. The population densities of two interating speies evolve with timeaording to dxdt = x(7� 2x)� 3xy; dydt = y(10� 2y)� 4xy;where x(t) and y(t) are the population densities of the two speies.Comment on the biologial signi�ane of eah of the terms on the righthand sides of these equations.Find the equilibria and lassify all exept the oexistene equilibrium.Let the oexistene equilibrium be (x; y). Write down the linearisedgrowth equations in the neighbourhood of (x; y), using the substitutions x =x+�x, y = y+�y where the deviations from equilibrium are small. Verify thatthe partiular solutions orresponding to the initial onditions x(0) = x + Æ,y(0) = y + 4Æ are given approximately byx(t) = x + Æ �3e�8t � 2e2t� ; y(t) = y + 2Æ �e�8t + e2t� :
[15 marks℄


